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Produce equivalent campaign 
response rates for 62% less

In the business of direct marketing, achieving the 
highest response rates is the name of the game. 
Leading print-for-pay businesses that use inkjet 
technology to print direct marketing materials 
traditionally produced with toner or offset 
technologies report equivalent response rates and 
far higher profit margins, echoing the findings of a 
new INTERQUEST research study.  

It’s a battle for the best cost per direct 
marketing response, and the winner is 
the printing technology that delivers  
2 1/2 times the bang for your buck.



What are you doing with your direct mail?

Have you ever hung framed copies of your telephone bill, a bank 
statement or a direct marketing postcard on your wall? Do your 

customers demand photographic image quality on letters, envelopes, 
invoices, and direct mail? Why pay higher acquisition and running costs 
for electrophotographic (toner-based) digital printers designed to emulate 
offset print quality?

For printing and communication services companies with ambitious and 
cost-conscious customers, the advent of fast, flexible color inkjet printing 
technologies has created new opportunities and revenue streams, providing 
access to additional applications while opening profitable new markets. 
The focus remains squarely on ROI by maximizing the business returns of 
direct marketing and customer communications. Digital print providers 
and their customers are finding they can produce the majority of customer 
communications including demand generation and transpromo statements, 
invoices, and more, with inkjet, while delivering equivalent campaign 
response rates, for less than half the cost of toner-based printing processes. 
Despite assumptions to the contrary, today’s evidence shows that end 
recipients respond equally well to matte finish and glossy marketing pieces, 
opening low-cost, full-color variable data printing opportunities to print 
service providers and direct mail shops of all sizes.

LithExcel

Waleed Ashoo of LithExcel has witnessed this change over a 
twelve-month timeframe. Mr. Ashoo is President and CEO of 
LithExcel, a successful $6M-a-year communications service 
provider that originally served New Mexico and West Texas 

and expanded to serve clients across the country and overseas. Ashoo’s 
company has a wide range of equipment, including 40" conventional four-
color offset presses, Xerox® iGen™ color digital presses and full color RISO 
ComColor® high-speed, cut-sheet inkjet printers. At 150 ppm and a list price 
near $50,000 each, RISO ComColor inkjet systems are the fastest full-color 
cut-sheet inkjet printers on the market today.

Ashoo points to a string of new markets, apart from direct mail, that the 
RISO inkjets have opened up for LithExcel. They include single-page and 
multi-part carbonless healthcare forms and documentation, sales manuals, 
short-run local directories, and personalized test materials for students, 
job candidates, and employees. All of these applications were previously 
printed with toner-based digital or conventional presses, which made it 
difficult to offer competitive prices, even at low margins.

“These are all applications that inkjet technology has allowed us to get 
into,” says Ashoo. “It has allowed us to do these things in a very inexpensive 
way, in full color. These are applications where the color requirements are 
not as stringent as they sometimes are in the marketing area, where you’re 
working with designers and ad agencies.”

The color output from the RISO inkjets is quite good enough for many 
applications, including most direct mail tasks—the jobs Ashoo calls 
“quick, down and dirty” direct mail. Additional Lithexcel examples include 
postcards, brochures, and letters for special offers in the gaming industry. 

“I don’t want to downplay the quality we’re getting now from inkjet 
technology,” he says. “It can be good, and the consumer who’s getting 
one piece in the mailbox has nothing to directly compare it with. Nobody 
– except us printers and graphic designers – pulls out a loupe, looks at the 

“Nobody—except us 
printers and graphic 
designers—pulls 
out a loupe, looks 
at the direct mail 
piece and says, ‘Oh, 
this is not a perfect 
rosette pattern’ or 
‘This color is not 
so good and this 
image is a bit low-
res.’ That’s just stuff 
for the industry.”

Waleed Ashoo, 
President, LithExcel, 

Communication  
Services Provider



direct mail piece and says ‘Oh, this is not a perfect 
rosette pattern’ or ‘This color is not so good and 
this image is a bit low-res.’ That’s just stuff for the 
industry.”

“The end recipient doesn’t usually care about 
the fine detail,” he says, “as long as the piece is 
printed with good quality color and delivers the 
message well.”

One2One Communications

It’s a similar story of new markets and wider 
opportunities at One2One Communications, an 
Illinois-based high-volume billing statement and 
transactional printing specialist. It is the arrival 
of inkjet technology that has enabled the move 
into color and allowed the company to give 
customers the means to tap into the real power of 
transpromo marketing.

One2One’s VP for Business Development, Tom 
Mason, sees the switch to color as a transformative 
step for the company. “The statement printing 
business is fairly commoditized, with very large 
runs, and production cost is the critical factor,” 
he says. “To get into color, inkjet was clearly the 
best option for us. As soon as we could provide 
color, we were able to start offering customers the 
chance to create a new advertising vehicle, via the 
billing statement, which hadn’t been available to 
them before.” 

One2One Communications uses InfoPrint® 5000 
roll-fed inkjet printers for primary production, plus 
several high-speed RISO cut-sheet inkjet 
printers for reprints, short runs 
and proofing new 
document 
designs.

“Generally, inkjet technology can be 
maintained at a lower cost and the inkjet 
consumables are much less expensive. 
That means we can put together very 
attractive offers for our customers.”

Tom Mason, VP Business Development,  
One2One Communications

The lower price of inkjet

Both Ashoo and Mason agree that inkjet’s 
lower running costs give it a crucial 

advantage over toner-based printing systems, 
which can often outweigh any slight difference in 
print and color quality for their customers.

For Lithexcel and One2One Communications, that 
cost difference was too big to ignore. “Inkjet is 
cheaper,” says Ashoo. “It’s cheaper both in terms 
of the initial investment and in terms of upkeep.” 
Mason agrees. “Inkjet is cheaper in terms of 
consumables, too,” says Mason. “Generally, inkjet 
technology can be maintained at a lower cost and 
the inkjet consumables are much less expensive. 
That means we can put together very attractive 
offers for our customers.”

Mason also points out that the choice of paper 
for a particular job can be a leading factor in 
determining the quality of output produced by 
inkjet printers. “Brighter, whiter papers show up 
vibrant colors much better,” he says. “Using a 
chemically treated paper, like the Ziegler Z-plot 
650, produces noticeably better results than you 

can get with a regular grade paper. Most 
coated papers don’t work with inkjet, 

though there are some new ones that 
allow the ink to penetrate and they 

do produce superb color print 
quality.” 



INTERQUEST direct mail study

Both print industry experts agreed with the results of a 2010 
survey from independent research specialist INTERQUEST which 

compared costs and response rates for direct mail postcards produced 
using inkjet and toner technologies.

The INTERQUEST study measured response rates to a split mailing of more 
than 10,000 cards inviting marketing executives and managers in financial 
services, healthcare, manufacturing, and other industries to complete a brief 
online survey about direct mail preferences, in exchange for a $20 Amazon 
gift card. Half the postcards were printed on the RISO high-speed cut-sheet 
inkjet printer, using a matte finished stock. The other half were produced 
on a production-class full-color toner-based laser copier/printer, on glossy 
stock.

The online survey asked marketing executives several questions, including: 

1)  What they considered most important, besides response rates

2) Whether color drove higher response rates than monochrome

3) Whether they believed choosing glossy rather than non-glossy 
stock would boost response rates. 

Sixty-six percent (66%) responded that cost was the most important factor 
after response rates, while only twenty-three percent (23%) identified 
print quality as most important. Ninety percent (90%) said the use of color 
increased response rates and fifty-seven percent (57%) thought that glossy 
paper stocks would improve response rates. However, the primary objective 
of the study was to test these assumptions by measuring actual response 
rates and production costs for each type of postcard.

After adjusting for potentially misleading responses that did not come 
directly from names on the mailing lists, the overall response was 0.75%, a 
typical response rate for non-personalized campaigns without the benefit of 
multi-channel direct marketing delivery tactics. Breaking this down further, 
the 5,000 toner-based postcards returned 0.76%, while the comparable 
response rate for the 5,000 inkjet postcards was 0.73% – a difference 
INTERQUEST’s analysts recognized but described as “not statistically 
significant.”

Next, INTERQUEST calculated the cost per response (excluding paper) for 
the two sets of postcards. The postcards printed with toner cost $250.78 
to produce, while the inkjet cards cost $98.41 to produce, giving sharply 
different cost per response figures of $6.45 for toner, over two and a half 
times the $2.47 cost per lead for inkjet.

“What we’re finding 
in the marketplace 
aligns with the 
results of this 
survey. There is 
no difference in 
the response rates 
between inkjet and 
toner. Or if there is 
ever a difference, 
it’s minuscule.”

Waleed Ashoo, 
President, LithExcel, 

Communication  
Services Provider

The cost per response was $6.45 for 
toner, over two and a half times the 
$2.47 cost per lead for inkjet.

Data from INTERQUEST, Ltd. Study:
Digital Color Printing for Mid-Volume  

Direct Mail Appliations



Print quality or content?

Ashoo and Mason were not surprised 
at these research results. “What we’re 

finding in the marketplace aligns with the results 
of this survey. There is no difference in the 
response rates between inkjet and toner. Or if 
there is ever a difference, it’s minuscule,” says 
Ashoo. 

“We do split tests like this within our company and 
we get the same answers. It’s not about the print 
quality of the piece. Response rates get better or 
worse because of the messaging, the offer or the 
timeliness of the mailing. If you’re giving people 
what they want when they want it, your response 
rates go through the roof,” said Mason.  

Both companies welcomed the 
independent confirmation of their own 
experiences from INTERQUEST. Mason 
believes the study will help change 
the common belief that glossy, offset-
quality direct marketing and transpromo 
documents deliver significantly higher 
response rates, while Ashoo is planning 
to add the survey documentation to the 
growing arsenal of tools he uses to help 
customers make the right decisions for 
particular projects. 

LithExcel routinely offers its customers 
a three-way choice—conventional print, 
high-end color digital, or inkjet—along 
with the prices for each option. When 
they understand the cost savings, more 
and more customers choose inkjet. 
But some still worry that the lower-
cost inkjet option may not deliver the 
same high response rates. For them, 
the INTERQUEST research will provide 
powerful reassurance.

“We want customers to choose what’s 
best for them,” says Ashoo. “A report 
like this is useful, because they want 
somebody to help them make these 
decisions, and they want to see 
objective proof that switching to inkjet 
production is not going to hurt their 
response rates.” 

“We want customers to choose 
what’s best for them. They want 
somebody to help them make these 
decisions, and they want to see 
objective proof that switching to 
inkjet production is not going to 
hurt their response rates.” 

Waleed Ashoo, President, LithExcel, 
Communication Services Provider
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About RISO, Inc.
RISO, Inc., headquartered in Danvers, Massachusetts, is a wholly owned subsidiary of RISO Kagaku 
Corporation, Japan’s leading manufacturer and distributor of high-speed inkjet printers and digital 
duplicators. RISO’s ComColor printers offer fast, affordable, environmentally friendly digital color 
at speeds of up to 150 pages per minute, realistic duty cycles of 500,000 prints per month, and 
full-color running costs as low as 2-3 cents per page. To learn more about RISO, call 1-800-663-3031 
ext. 2, or visit RISO’s corporate website at http://us.riso.com. 

Learn more about RISO’s family of ComColor cut-sheet inkjet printers for large and mid-volume 
transaction print provides and direct marketing companies at www.outputlinks.com/mvto and 
www.brainshark.com/riso/mvto.


